When You Have Lost Everything,
How Far Down Are You Willing To Go?

Bill Williams inside the Rabbit Hole with Mysterious Hard drive

RABBIT HOLE
A LeftHouse Film
Written, Directed, and Edited by Brian McGuire
Produced by Jesse Cilio and, Brian McGuire
Starring: Brian McGuire, Kitty Kuo, Kay Krasin, Isabelle McGuire, Emmet
McGuire, Bret Roberts, James Duval and John Hawkes as Rabbit.
Filmed on location in Los Angeles, Chicago and, Las Vegas.
Runtime: 90 minutes 3 seconds
Release Date: November 17th 2022
Where: Movie City Cinema, The Rabbit Hole Theater
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Website: https://www.lefthouse.art/rabbit-hole
Contact: lefthouse lms@gmail.com

It all began on December 21st, 2019
The world was on the edge of a total global economic meltdown. The digital currency
movement known as crypto was changing the face of the nancial game and sent the
richest and powerful into a frenzy for control over this new money. Governments, tech
giants, hackers, ma a, cartel, among other dark powerful organizations, all have a
nger in the pie.
An American man who goes by the name, Bill Williams has been hit hard by the
system and has lost everything, his car, his job, his home, and he does not want to
lose his wife.
Bill is desperate for work and is willing to do anything to change his life around when
he receives a strange message on his computer. The message leads to a meeting
and a job offer. The job, a secret mission to deliver a mysterious and powerful harddrive from Los Angeles to a person named Sir in the city of Chicago at 11:11pm on
December 24th, 2019, Christmas Eve.
Of course Bill accepts the delivery job and the journey into Rabbit fueled madness
Hole begins.
Will Bill Williams be able to stay alive while he stumbles his way across the country,
nding his way to ultimate nancial freedom for himself and every living person alive?
Or Will Bill Williams loose all he has left, himself, falling further down the Rabbit Hole
into the abyss of nothingness.
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Bill Williams & She´ on the train to Chicago.
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Rabbit Hole Synopsis

A Note From Producer Jesse Cilio
Rabbit Hole is a virtual celebration of writer/director Brian McGuire's singular creative
vision and seemingly limitless imagination. Rabbit Hole is a unique movie experience.
And it is kind of hard to put the label of any one particular genre on the lm.
I really can't tell you how much my rst viewing of this movie knocked me on my ass.
Watching this lm only knowing very little, as I was producing mainly from off location,
it was one of the most unforgettable movie experiences of my life!
It was hilarious, jaded, and wildly inventive, an extraordinary adventure inside Brian
McGuire’s head.
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In a society where no single element makes sense, yet everything blends into a
fragile but perfect whole. Brian McGuire presents a retro-futurist fantasy—a
melancholy, joke-ridden view of the horribleness of where we are now and the
worse horribleness of where we’re heading. It’s like a stoner slapstick “1984”: a
nightmare comedy in which the comedy is just an aspect of the nightmarishness.
Yet McGuires’s vision is an organic art piece on the screen. It makes for perfect
multiple viewings. It's Bizarre in its methods, but brilliant in its concepts.

A Note From The Director - The Making Of Rabbit Hole
The original seed that eventually grew into the movie that is Rabbit Hole spawned
a couple months before Christmas of 2019.
My brother Luke called me with an offer to come to Chicago and pick up a free car
that was sitting in his driveway. I was without wheels, so it was an offer I could not
refuse.
Right away my brain popped to the idea of turning this adventure to pick up a car,
into a Christmas road trip movie. You might not believe it but, this wasn’t the rst
time I had been summoned to Chicago to pick up a car and made the trip into a
road trip movie, so the thought was natural.

By 2019 I was already two and a half years down the Bitcoin/Blockchain Rabbit Hole.
Again it was brother Luke with a call, telling me to check out this new digital currency.
Eventually I did. I read the Bitcoin whitepaper, which was written by a man or a group of
people, who has since gone underground, and no one knows who is behind the creation
of Bitcoin. As a lmmaker, I was immediately interested in the si- lore of Bitcoin. After
reading the Bitcoin whitepaper, and the whitepapers of many other crypto companies
making exciting products for the future, The technology that was making crypto possible
was blowing my mind. The blockchain.
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I saw the potential in blockchain tech and how it could do a lot of good for the lm
industry. The potential for new tools for pre-production, production, and postproduction. All facets of making a lm. Even new ways for movie lovers to interact with
movies like never before. I could not stop daydreaming about how and what this tech
would bring to the future of lm.

We shot Rabbit Hole in 4k on the Iphone11 with an anamorphic lens among others. The
Iphone11 would only allow us to shoot 10 minutes at a time before we would dump it
into an old laptop from 2009. With the computer being so old, we could not watch the
4k footage on the old machine. So this meant we couldn’t see any of the footage we
shot. If a shot was out of focus, I would not know this until the end of lming the movie,
back home in Los Angeles. This process made the experience feel much more like we
were shooting on lm with a real lm camera.
Rabbit Hole threw many curve balls at us during the making of. As a director, All I could
do is listen to the Hole for what to do next. As an actor I felt perfectly lost. As the editor,
I felt the magic of the Rabbit and just followed it best I could. It was hard at times, but
one of the greatest lmmaking experiences I have ever had.
It was not until the NFT boom in 2021 that some of my fantasies of how blockchain and
lm could actually work together, started to form in my brain. With Rabbit Hole’s story
being so interlaced into the crypto/blockchain lore, it would only make sense to use the
new tech and create a new way to share the lm with the world.
We created the MOVIE CITY CINEMA. The City for Cinema Lovers to Watch, Listen,
Play, & Earn on the WAX blockchain. If you wanna see Rabbit Hole, you have to join the
club by purchasing a Rabbit Hole Film Club Pass, to unlock the theater doors. But once
you are in, you will earn the ACTION token for simply watching the movie. There are
other ways to earn ACTION tokens in the Movie City Cinema. You will have to take a
look and see all the MCC has to offer.
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I couldn’t be more excited to share Rabbit Hole and the Movie City Cinema with you.” Brian McGuire
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I was so hyped and was spending so much time thinking about blockchain and crypto, I
knew it would only be a matter of time until I would make a movie about it. I just needed
that free car call from brother Luke, a few brainstorming sessions and, like that, we had
the story to Rabbit Hole. Six week later, we hopped on a train from Los Angeles to
Chicago and immediately started shooting. Rabbit Hole was in production just three
days before Christmas.

THE MUSIC of RABBIT HOLE
By Brad Dujmovic & Emmet McGuire
Besides being responsible for the over working of the sound for Rabbit Hole the movie, Brad and
Emmet created a highly pro level soundtrack that pushes the lm along with intensity. A beautiful
soundtrack that will take you Down The Hole.
Listen to The Rabbit Hole Soundtrack

How To Watch Rabbit Hole
The world of technology has turned the corner with a massive ood of new tools to
help creators and companies grow, share, expand. Now in the Web3 era, LeftHouse has
created a tool for lmmakers, music makers, and their communities.
LeftHouse presents,
Movie City Cinema
A new way to experience and interact with movies!
MOVIE CITY CINEMA is the web3 space for Cinema Lovers to Watch, Listen, Play, & Earn
ACTION token on the WAX blockchain.
For more info click: MOVIE CITY CINEMA

RABBIT HOLE Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYkOe2ZvHSI
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To view the press screener of RABBIT HOLE
Please Contact: lefthouse lms@gmail.com

